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Abstract:
In mining technology the text mining plays a vital role in today’s life. Text mining is cluster data like user needs and classify the data. But its having some challenges like Information is in unstructured textual form, Not readily accessible to be used by computers, Dealing with huge collections of documents. One can express personal experiences and opinions on almost anything, at review sites, forums, discussion groups, blogs ..., (called the user generated content.) They contain valuable information in this processing cost is indeed. However, In text and opinion mining problems we not solved. So this paper address the problem of knowledge discovery for question and answers. Here we are presented knowledge discovery with Markov techniques and comparable techniques, these are present rigorous information about the mining. My results show potential and emotive information for asking questions.
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Introduction:
Each and every annum internet users are increased approx. 14-16 percent[1],[2] and we get billion dollars on internet. In these type of internet we need not to provide absolute information so our previous work tells after some years these income generation is reverse down. So we concentrate on knowledge mining. Two main types of information on the Web[4].

Facts and Opinions: Current search engines search for facts (assume they are true.) They contain valuable information in this processing cost is indeed. However, In text and opinion mining problems we not solved. So this paper address the problem of knowledge discovery for question and answers. Here we are presented knowledge discovery with Markov techniques and comparable techniques, these are present rigorous information about the mining. My results show potential and emotive information for asking questions.
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Related Work:
The existing cQA forums mostly support only textual answers. Unfortunately, textual answers may not provide sufficient natural and easy-to-grasp information. The answers are described by long sentences which generally makes it very tedious to interpret. Clearly, it will be much better if there are some accompanying videos and images that visually demonstrate the process or the concept. In the existing system users usually post URLs that link to supplementary images or videos in their textual answers. Therefore we can conclude that in a way the existing cQA forums do not provide adequate support in using media information. Our effort on comparator mining is associated with investigating entity and relative extraction in information extraction [9]. Jindal and Liu [10], [11] also proposed a comparator mining methods for mining relative sentences and relationships. Both class and sequential rules learned to annotate the result of news and review domain to mine relative sentences as well as relationship. The similar methods followed by author [10] also applied to comparative question...
identification. Though, their methods characteristically can accomplish elevated precision but endure from low recall [11]. Bootstrapping methods have been shown to be very effective in previous information extraction research (Riloff, 1996; Riloff and Jones, 1999; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Mooney and Bunescu, 2005; Kozareva et al., 2008).

Proposed Work:
In this work Normalized forms of dates, numbers, ...Allows applications to use information very easily. Abstracts from different morphological variants of a single term like The canonical name is the most explicit, least ambiguous name constructed from the different variants found in the document. Reduces ambiguity of variants. So we are using clustering and classification methods. Partitions a given collection into groups of documents similar in contents, i.e., in their feature vectors. Two clustering engines Hierarchical Clustering tool, Binary Relational Clustering tool. Both tools help to identify the topic of a group by listing terms or words that are common in the documents in the group. Thus, provides overview of the contents of a collection of documents. Our proposed application will give answers for the questions in any one of the following media formats as selected by the user based on the question he/she enters: (a) Only text: It means that the original textual answers are sufficient (b) Text + image: It means that image information needs to be added (c) Text + video: It means that only video information needs to be added (d) Text + image + video: It means that we add both image and video information. As per the design we have proposed an algorithmic approach for selecting the accurate video, image and text for the corresponding answers. We have named it as “Multimedia answer generation from web information”.

Assign documents to preexisting categories (“topics” or “themes”). Categories are chosen to match the intended use of the collection. Categories defined by providing a set of sample documents for each category.

Advantages
Proposed method considers the diverse ranking is also important to enriched media data. It finds the relevant Diverse Search of Social Images for multimedia data.

Conclusion and Future Work
Existing system uses a novel scheme to answer questions using media data by leveraging textual answers in cQA. For a given QA pair, our scheme first predicts which type of medium is appropriate for enriching the original textual answer. Following that, it automatically generates a query based on the QA knowledge and then performs multimedia search with the query. Proposed diverse relevance ranking scheme for social image search, which is able to simultaneously take relevance and diversity into account. It leverages both visual information of images and the semantic information of tags. Finally, query-adaptive reranking and duplicate removal are performed to obtain a set of images and videos for presentation along with the original textual answer.

In our future work, will further improve the scheme, such as developing better query generation method and investigating the relevant segments from a video.
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